CS 4249: Orientation

KAN Min-Yen

Week 1
Teaching Staff

• Lecturer:
  Min-Yen KAN “min()”
  kanmy@comp.nus.edu.sg
  Office: AS6 05-12
  Phone: 6516 1885
  Hours: 9-10am Tue, or by appointment

Hobbies:
  Singing nursery rhymes
  …
Course Web Sites

- [www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~cs4249](http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~cs4249)
  - Descriptions of Assessments

- [ivle.nus.edu.sg](http://ivle.nus.edu.sg)
  - Lecture Notes (may post to the above page too)
  - Discussion Forums
  - Announcements
  - Continuous Assessment
Freedom of information rule

• Collaboration is acceptable and encouraged

• To assure that all collaboration is on the level, you must always fill in the name(s) of the your collaborators on your assignments.

• You will be assessed for the parts for which you claim is your own contribution.
Facebook Rule

- You are free to meet with fellow students(s) and discuss assignments with them.

- Writing on a board or shared piece of paper is acceptable during the meeting; however, you may not take any written (electronic or otherwise) record away from the meeting.

- After the meeting, do something else for at least a half-hour (Facebook, or doing an assignment for a different class), before working on the assignment.

- This will assure that you are able to reconstruct what you learned from the meeting, by yourself, using your own brain.

- You will be asked to certify that you meet this requirement per assignment.